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   Scenic/Grand Scenic ......... 
116,475 137,093 –20,618 –15%

   Espace/Grand Espace ...... 12,656 12,340 +316 3%

   Koleos ..............
............. 

11,474 9,386 +2,088 22%

   Kangoo ...............
.......... 

24,693 27,159 –2,466 –9%

   Trafic ................
............. 

8,142 7,057 +1,085 15%

   Other ..............
.............. 

592 1,075 –483 –45%

  Total Renault brand ........ 747,129 832,216 –85,087 –10%

  RENAULT ................
........ 898,644 994,894 –96,250 –10%

 RENAULT-NISSAN ............ 
1,239,749 1,288,257 –48,508 –4%

   9-3 ...............
................

. 9,611 9,687 –76 –1%

   9-5 ...............
................

. 2,961 3,150 –189 –6%

   Other ..............
.............. 

2 1,055 –1,053 –

  Total Saab ...............
....... 12,574 13,892 –1,318 –10%

  Spyker brand ...............
... 

– 
2 

–2 –

 SPYKER ................
............ 

12,574 13,894 –1,320 –10%

   Impreza ...............
.......... 

5,938 6,814 –876 –13%

   Legacy/Outback ............. 
7,754 10,383 –2,629 –25%

   Trezia ...............
............. 

2,048 
– +2,048 –

   Forester ..............
........... 

9,829 9,879 –50 –1%

   Other ..............
.............. 

905 3,110 –2,205 –71%

 SUBARU ...............
........... 

26,474 30,186 –3,712 –12%

   Alto ................
............... 

26,511 35,751 –9,240 –26%

   Splash ...............
............ 

10,799 14,669 –3,870 –26%

   Swift ............
................

. 46,012 39,466 +6,546 17%

   Kizashi ...............
............ 

1,246 
577 +669 116%

   Jimny ................
............. 

8,869 12,880 –4,011 –31%

   SX4 ...............
................

 20,817 23,070 –2,253 –10%

   Vitara/

     Grand Vitara/XL-7 ....... 
11,119 10,600 +519 5%

   Other ..............
.............. 

27 
118 –91 –77%

 SUZUKI ...............
............. 

125,400 137,131 –11,731 –9%

   XF ...............
................

.. 12,630 15,880 –3,250 –21%

   XJ ..............
................

.... 3,071 2,389 +682 29%

   XK ................
................

. 2,075 2,264 –189 –8%

   Other ..............
.............. 

75 
822 –747 –91%

  Total Jaguar ...............
..... 17,851 21,355 –3,504 –16%

   Defender ..............
......... 

1,144 3,504 –2,360 –67%

   Freelander ..............
....... 19,941 22,351 –2,410 –11%

   Discovery ................
....... 

9,191 10,673 –1,482 –14%

   Range Rover Evoque ........ 
2,426 

– +2,426 –

   Range Rover Sport .......... 
12,936 14,420 –1,484 –10%

   Range Rover ..............
.... 5,995 4,310 +1,685 39%

   Other ..............
.............. 

4 
10 

–6 –60%

  Total Land Rover ............. 
51,637 55,268 –3,631 –7%

   Indica ...............
............. 

876 1,278 –402 –32%

   Xenon ...............
............ 

264 
318 –54 –17%

   Other ..............
.............. 

299 1,015 –716 –71%

  Total Tata brand ............. 
1,439 2,611 –1,172 –45%

 TATA MOTORS ................
 70,927 79,234 –8,307 –11%

   Cuore/Charade .............. 
2,175 2,765 –590 –21%

   Sirion ................
............. 

2,428 4,023 –1,595 –40%

   Materia ...............
.......... 

427 1,041 –614 –59%

   Terios ..............
.............. 

3,455 6,655 –3,200 –48%

   Other ..............
.............. 

72 
395 –323 –82%

  Total Daihatsu ...............
. 8,557 14,879 –6,322 –43%

   CT ...............
................

.. 11,058 
– +11,058 –

   IS  ...............
................

...3,205 5,102 –1,897 –37%

   RX ...............
................

.. 4,611 8,071 –3,460 –43%

   Other ..............
.............. 

358 
870 –512 –59%

  Total Lexus ..............
....... 19,232 14,043 +5,189 37%

   IQ ................
................

.. 10,301 19,081 –8,780 –46%

   Aygo ...............
.............. 

64,242 64,398 –156 0%

   Yaris ............
................

.. 96,491 113,795 –17,304 –15%

   Auris ............
................

. 63,065 58,156 +4,909 8%

   Corolla ...............
........... 

4,663 5,137 –474 –9%

   Prius ..............
................

 19,444 36,364 –16,920 –47%

   Avensis ............
.............. 

37,560 44,265 –6,705 –15%

   Verso-S ................
.......... 

13,297 
– +13,297 –

   Verso ................
............. 

26,847 27,348 –501 –2%

   Urban Cruiser ..............
.. 5,367 11,376 –6,009 –53%

   RAV4 ................
............. 

30,039 35,679 –5,640 –16%

   Land Cruiser ..............
.... 7,155 8,445 –1,290 –15%

   Other ..............
.............. 

914 1,907 –993 –52%

  Total Toyota brand ......... 
379,385 425,951 –46,566 –11%

 TOYOTA MOTOR ............. 
407,174 454,873 –47,699 –11%

   A1 ................
................

. 73,394 6,307 +67,087 –

   A3/S3/RS3 ...............
...... 107,684 135,284 –27,600 –20%

   A4/S4/RS4 ...............
...... 120,301 133,366 –13,065 –10%

   A6/S6/RS6/Allroad ......... 
56,012 51,950 +4,062 8%

   A7 ................
................

. 14,475 
220 +14,255 –

   A8/S8 ...............
............. 

6,985 5,549 +1,436 26%

   TT ................
................

.. 14,401 13,435 +966 7%

   A5/S5/RS5 ...............
...... 54,387 59,925 –5,538 –9%

   R8 ...............
................

.. 1,065 1,318 –253 –19%

   Q5 ................
................

. 49,203 47,585 +1,618 3%

   Q7 ................
................

. 9,856 8,004 +1,852 23%

   Other ..............
.............. 

663 
395 +268 68%

  Total Audi ..............
........ 508,426 463,338 +45,088 10%

   Continental GT/GTC ........ 
994 

981 +13 1%

   Continental Flying Spur ...138 184 
–46 –25%

   Mulsanne ...............
....... 

193 
14 +179 –

   Other ..............
.............. 

26 
54 –28 –52%

  Total Bentley ...............
... 1,351 1,233 +118 10%

  Bugatti ............
............... 

9 
14 

–5 –36%

   Aventador ..............
....... 

22 
– +22 –

   Gallardo ...............
......... 

265 
293 –28 –10%

   Murcielago ...............
..... 

6 
71 –65 –92%

   Other ..............
.............. 

4 
3 

+1 33%

  Total Lamborghini .......... 
297 

367 –70 –19%

   Boxster ..............
............ 

2,783 2,733 +50 2%

   Cayman ................
......... 

1,495 1,574 –79 –5%

   911 ...............
................

 8,989 9,301 –312 –3%

   Panamera ...............
....... 

4,636 5,072 –436 –9%

   Cayenne ................
........ 

12,436 8,384 +4,052 48%

   Other ..............
.............. 

241 
59 +182 309%

  Total Porsche ................
.. 30,580 27,123 +3,457 13%

   Altea ...............
.............. 

27,008 31,083 –4,075 –13%

   Alhambra ...............
....... 11,898 5,392 +6,506 121%

   Ibiza ...............
............... 

120,574 114,589 +5,985 5%

   Leon ................
.............. 

51,125 54,359 –3,234 –6%

   Exeo ...............
............... 

17,138 18,124 –986 –5%

   Other ..............
.............. 

23 
196 –173 –88%

  Total Seat ..............
......... 227,766 223,743 +4,023 2%

   Fabia ...............
.............. 

101,815 93,051 +8,764 9%

   Octavia ................
.......... 

97,222 94,156 +3,066 3%

   Superb ...............
........... 

34,678 29,947 +4,731 16%

   Roomster ...............
........ 

17,849 16,004 +1,845 12%

   Yeti .............
................

.. 34,839 29,215 +5,624 19%

   Other ..............
.............. 

26 
205 –179 –87%

  Total Skoda ...............
..... 286,429 262,578 +23,851 9%

   Fox ...............
................

. 11,113 25,336 –14,223 –56%

   Polo ................
............... 

263,028 261,899 +1,129 0%

   Golf ..............
................

. 359,831 367,403 –7,572 –2%

   Golf Plus ...............
......... 

65,198 62,784 +2,414 4%

   Jetta ...............
............... 

13,541 6,550 +6,991 107%

   Passat ..............
.............. 

169,471 121,056 +48,415 40%

   Passat CC ................
...... 16,819 16,010 +809 5%

   Phaeton ................
......... 

2,272 1,604 +668 42%

   Scirocco ................
......... 

21,024 27,677 –6,653 –24%

   Eos ..............
................

.. 10,349 10,432 –83 –1%

   Touran ...............
........... 

90,724 68,935 +21,789 32%

   Sharan ................
........... 

33,974 7,674 +26,300 343%

   Tiguan ................
........... 

79,755 74,469 +5,286 7%

   Touareg ................
......... 

16,877 10,580 +6,297 60%

   Caddy ...............
............ 

41,368 32,148 +9,220 29%

   Transporter/Caravelle/

     Multivan/Shuttle/T5 ..... 35,493 36,198 –705 –2%

   Other ..............
.............. 

4,497 8,095 –3,598 –44%

  Total VW brand .............. 
1,235,334 1,138,850 +96,484 9%

 VOLKSWAGEN ...............
. 2,290,192 2,117,246 +172,946 8%

 OTHER ................
............. 

7,781 6,237 +1,544 25%

 OTHER (China automakers) .... 
418 

589 –171 –29%

 GRAND TOTAL ...............
. 9,908,118 10,003,117 –94,999 –1%

  Note: Excludes models registered as commerical vehicles. Europe sales by model are compiled

   using sales data from the following countries: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France,

   Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain,

   Sweden and Switzerland.

Source: JATO Dynamics +44(0) 20 8423 7100 (www.jato.com)
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Inside this issue: Russia's risks and
rewards; Renault tries to move upscale

Welcome to the fifth issue of the
Automotive News Europe Global
Monthly.

The July edition is full of exclusive
content from the Automotive News
Europe team as well as news and
analysis from the global network of
Automotive News writers in North
America and Asia.

The cover story focuses on Russia's
risks and rewards. Before the global
financial crisis started in September
2008, Russia was set to become
Europe's largest new-car market
ahead of Germany. As credit dried up,
so did car sales, which halved in 2009.
Now Russia is on a growth path again
and experts say that this sales boom --
unlike many in the past -- is
sustainable.

This makes Russia a bright spot for the
automakers that are suffering from
what is expected to be a fifth
consecutive year of declining sales in
western Europe. Russia also might
provide us an idea of what is to come
soon in western Europe as Chinese
automakers start to gain a foothold in
the market, which is weakening local
champion Lada's dominance in low-
cost cars.

There is another interesting battle
developing in Russia: Which

Luca Ciferri is Automotive News
Europe Editor-in-Chief.

automaker will finish No. 2 behind
Lada in 2012? After six months, it's a
close race between Renault,
Chevrolet, Kia and Hyundai.

Other stories that you'll find in this
month's issue include:

-- To defy the European downturn,
Renault wants to move upscale with
its so-called Initiale Paris premium
brand and revive the Alpine sports car
marque. Chief Operating Officer Carlo
Tavares explains why in an interview.

-- Guenther Apfalter tells us that the
European arm of powerful Canadian
supplier Magna International foresees
a difficult second half for Europe. The

region's debt crisis is affecting key
decisions regarding the Austria
supplier's carmaking pact with Nissan,
he says.

-- German bearing manufacturer
Schaeffler is responding to cyclical
swings in the automotive business by
strengthening its global presence and
boosting business with fast-growing
companies such as Hyundai.

-- On the retail side, AVAG Holding,
Germany's largest dealer group,
wants managing directors at its
dealerships to become partners in the
companies they run to better share
the risks and rewards.

-- The new BMW 1 series is the first
model in its class to offer an optional
eight-speed automatic transmission.
Find out which supplier helped make
this happen.

-- In other parts of the issue, we
reflect on the career of automotive
legend Sergio Pininfarina, who passed
away early this month. We also tell
you which cars were the big winners
based on European five-month sales
by model from our partners at JATO
Dynamics.

We hope you enjoy the issue.

Luca Ciferri

Editor-in-Chief
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Chinese make big gains in Russia,
putting pressure on Lada

Nick GibbsNick Gibbs

Chinese automakers are exporting a variety of cars, SUVs
and commercial trucks to Russia, and now they are starting
to consolidate their niche with local production.

Last year, Chinese automakers shipped 67,701 vehicles to
Russia, China's third-largest export market behind Brazil
and Algeria. This year, exports to Russia continue to rise,
according to the Association of European Businesses in
Russia. In the first five months of 2012:

-- Lifan sold 7,710 units in Russia, up 30 percent;

-- Chery Automobile Co. sold 6,828 units, up 288 percent;

-- Geely sold 5,099 units, up 257 percent;

-- Great Wall sold 4,785 units, up 123 percent.

In terms of size, Russia ranks with Brazil and India as one of
the world's largest emerging markets, so it is no surprise
that Chinese automakers are focusing on their neighbor.

"When competing with Russian brands such as Lada,
Chinese brands have three advantages: low price, better
styling and better quality," said Lin Huaibin, a Shanghai-
based analyst for IHS Automotive.

Local production

To be major competitors in Russia, Chinese automakers will
have to produce vehicles in that market. And that's what
they are starting to do.

Russian automaker TagAZ, which has an assembly plant in
Taganrog on the shore of the Sea of Azov, has emerged as
a manufacturing partner for three Chinese automakers.

The company produces the Rein SUV for Jianghuai
Automobile Co., the F3 compact sedan for BYD Co., and
several models for Chery Automobile Co. under the Vortex
brand. Chery ships its vehicles to Russia as complete
knockdown kits.

Russia's AMS Auto also is doing business with the Chinese.
Last year, the company formed a joint venture with Beijing
Automotive Industry Holding Corp. (BAIC) to build
commercial vehicles.

Russia is Great Wall's largest overseas market. The Chinese
automaker builds the Havel (also known as the Hover) in
the country and plans a second plant. (Photo: Yang Jian )

According to BAIC, the partnership will produce light,
medium and heavy cargo trucks to be sold in Russia.

In the first three years of operation, the venture's plant in
Ulyanovsk will produce 20,000 vehicles annually assembled
from knockdown kits. Annual production eventually will
rise to 60,000 units, according to BAIC.

Last month, AMS Auto also announced a joint venture with
the light commercial vehicle subsidiary of Brilliance China
Automotive Holdings Ltd. The partners will build Jinbei-
brand light-duty trucks in the Ulyanovsk plant for sale in
Russia.

More projects may be in the works. In May, the chairman
of Chongqing Changan Automobile Co. told China Daily
that he was considering production sites in Russia and
Brazil.

Likewise, Great Wall is considering adding a second plant
in Russia, a spokesman told Automotive News China, a
sister publication of Automotive News Europe. Its first
facility, a CKD plant near Moscow, produces the Haval
SUV, also known as the Hover. Russia is now Great Wall's
largest overseas market.

GAZ China partners

Meanwhile, Russian automaker GAZ is negotiating with
unnamed Chinese automakers, GAZ Group CEO Bo
Andersson told Automotive News Europe.
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Geely plans to introduce its upscale Emgrand (shown) in Russia. (Photo: Bloomberg)

"We're talking to a couple of major
Chinese car companies to distribute
passenger cars in Russia," Andersson
said. He declined to reveal the names
of the companies, but said they were
not already established in Russia.

However, partnerships with the
Chinese are not easily negotiated.

For the past five years, GAZ has held
discussions with FAW Group about a
truck-making venture, said Andrei
Elinson, deputy CEO of GAZ parent
company Basic Element. Both partners
are willing, but the two parties have
not been able to reach an agreement.

"The Chinese are difficult partners,"
Elinson said. "It's a very long process
for anyone to set up a partnership."

Andersson said Chinese automakers
are starting to establish themselves in
Russia after a few false starts. "They
failed because the quality was not
there and the spare parts were not
there, but we know they'll be back,"
he said.

Andersson says he has studied the
Chinese players and their chances of
success in the market. "From the
product side, I'd say Geely has the
best products for Russia," he said.

Indeed, Geely plans to introduce its
upscale Emgrand car brand, expand
output in its Russian CKD plant, and
use more locally sourced parts, said
Geely spokesman Yang Xueliang.

The Chinese automakers are focusing
primarily in southern Russia, steering
clear of more sophisticated consumers
in Moscow and St. Petersburg,
Andersson said. And they are
muscling into Russia's price-sensitive
entry-level market, which is
dominated by low-priced Lada cars
produced by the country's biggest
automaker, AvtoVAZ.

Chinese automakers are positioning
themselves to shake up Russia's entry-
level auto market. Says Andersson:
"The trends are interesting.

Yang Jian contributed

GAZ CEO Bo Andersson said the
Russian vehicle maker is talking to a
couple of major Chinese car
companies to distribute passenger
cars in the country.
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Russia's revival is expected to last
Country is poised to become Europe's biggest car market and keep the top spot

The Renault Logan rolls of the line at the automaker's factory in Moscow. Strong customer demand is expected to push
Russia past Spain and France this year to become Europe's No. 2 car producer after Germany.

Nick GibbsNick Gibbs

MOSCOW -- Industry leaders believe
the resurgence in Russian new-car
sales may be long-lasting, putting the
county on track to permanently
become Europe's biggest car market.

Sales in Russia this year are expected
to be about 2.85 million, according to
the Moscow-based Association of
European Businesses (AEB) -- close to
the country's pre-crash high of 2.9
million in 2008 and approaching
Germany's 3.2 million sales last year.

Car companies are responding to this
rare bit of good news within Europe,
with General Motors the latest
automaker to announce an aggressive
expansion in local production.

"Only a few markets in the world are
growing so rapidly and have such
great potential for continued long-

term growth," said Jim Bovenzi,
president of GM Russia.

Before the 2008-2009 global
economic crisis, Russia was on track to
overtake Germany as Europe's biggest
auto market, but car and light
commercial vehicle sales collapsed as
credit dried up.

Solid foundation

Car bosses in Russia believe the
country's current growth is
sustainable.

"It is a sign of healthiness for the
market that it has the present solid
growth rates without the help of the
government," said Joerg Schreiber,
chairman of the AEB's automobile
manufacturers committee and
president of Mazda in Russia.

The government boosted sales with a
scrappage scheme that started in

2010 and ended last year. According
to Russian automotive analysts
Autostat, the biggest benefactor of
that scheme was Russian automotive
giant AvtoVAZ, maker of Lada, which
took 80 percent of scrappage sales.

"The industry consensus is that Russia
will become Europe's biggest
automotive market. The question is
when, and what will happen between
now and then?" Schreiber said.

According to Jonathan Storey, director
of Automotive Reports, Russian car
ownership is less than half the
western European average. "But in
terms of sales per 1,000 people in
2011 it was second only to Slovenia
[in central and eastern Europe],
reflecting strong economic growth,"
he said.

"A big portion of the current fleet is
older than 10 years and should be
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replaced soon," said GM's Bovenzi.
"Together with steadily growing
income per household, that promises
significant growth potential here."

Production expansion

Production within Russia is growing
on the back of high sales. Last year
the number of cars built rose 42
percent to 1.7 million. Russia is poised
to overtake Spain (1.8 million in 2011)
and France (1.9 million) to become
Europe's No. 2 producer of cars after
Germany (5.9 million).

The need for production to be
localized is a necessity because of
Russia's high import duties. These will
fall from 30 percent last year to 15
percent in 2015 in line with Russia's
membership of the World Trade
Organization that started in 2011.
However, the Russian government is
planning an end-of-life scrappage fee
payable on entry for both new and
used cars that could erode the
difference. "It's not finally approved,
but it's likely to come," GAZ Group
CEO Bo Andersson said.

In June, GM began work that will see
output more than doubled at its St.
Petersburg factory to 230,000 vehicles
annually by 2015. Nissan plans to
double capacity at its St. Petersburg
plant to 100,000 units in 2014.

"Russia is Nissan's largest European
market -- and could account for
around a third of our overall European
sales by 2016," Colin Dodge, Nissan's
top executive for Europe, said in a
press statement.

The company predicted a third of its
Russian sales would come from its
revived Datsun brand, which will start
offering low-cost cars in 2014.
Datsuns will be built alongside
Renaults and Ladas at AvtoVAZ's
factory in Togliatti.

WWith the addition of models such asith the addition of models such as
the Qashqai (showthe Qashqai (shown), Nissan plans ton), Nissan plans to
double capacity at its St. Pdouble capacity at its St. Peteretersburgsburg
plant to 100,000 units in its 2014.plant to 100,000 units in its 2014.

Renault-Nissan aim to increase their
stake in Lada parent AvtoVAZ to 74.5
percent by 2014. Renault bought 50
percent plus one share of AvtoVAZ in
2008 for $1 billion

Russia's market is driven by the sale of
low-cost cars, such as those made by
top-selling brand Lada, and upscale
models.

"At the low end people are buying on
price. On the high end it's very much
about status," said Andersson, the
Swedish-born head of the former
Soviet automotive giant.

Low-cost automakers face rapidly
growing competition from China,
while Andersson considers SUVs as
the premium car with the biggest
growth potential. "Russian roads are
bad, people like to sit high, and it's
also about status," he said.

Supplier issues

Automakers producing in Russia have
to source between 60 percent and 65
percent of parts locally to avoid
import duties as part of the so-called
Decree 166. That will be scrapped in
2018, but the difficulty right now is
finding local parts suppliers to fulfill
the criteria.

"This is really the key to Russia
lagging behind Brazil and China,"
Oleg Deripaska, the billionaire head of

GAZ parent company Basic Element,
told reporters in June. "To be
competitive you have to have local
component production, not just
support for production. Unfortunately
it's a long time coming in Russia."

Deripaska also spoke about the
problems of doing business in Russia.
"I don't believe we will solve the
corruption issue in five years or 10
years," he said.

General Motors and Volkswagen have
their own production plants in Russia
but contract manufacturing has
enabled them to add capacity while
remaining flexible in an often-
turbulent market.

GAZ's Andersson said automakers'
reasons for having his company
manage their complete knockdown
kit (CKD) production, were "50
percent not having to invest and 50
percent having someone else manage
the hard issues in Russia."

Full production of the Skoda Yeti
starts this November at GAZ's Nihzny
Novgorod plant 400km east of
Moscow, with production of the VW
Jetta, Skoda Octavia, Chevrolet Aveo
and Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
commercial van beginning next year.

Russia remains vulnerable to global
market forces because of its
dependence on raw material exports,
said the AEB's Schreiber. "The 2008
crisis memorably demonstrated how a
sharp drop in global commodity prices
in combination with a credit crunch is
able to severely affect Russian
consumer activity," he said. "At the
current state of affairs, there is no
reason whatsoever to take a
pessimistic outlook for this market.
But global developments will need to
be watched closely."
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VW Group has rivals by the throat --
don't expect any mercy

Douglas A. BolducDouglas A. Bolduc

Volkswagen Group's big gain in
European market share has put its
rivals under intense pressure to make
changes -- or else.

How has VW Group boosted its
western European market share to
23.8 percent after five months this
year from 18.1 percent in 2004?

Rival automakers and market
watchers say the increase has been
fueled by massive Chinese profits,
which have allowed VW Group to
undercut its rivals' starting prices for
new cars.

PSA/Peugeot-Citroen CEO Philippe
Varin told analysts at Morgan Stanley
in May that he believes VW Group is
using its China earnings to cross-
subsidize low prices in Europe. During
a recent presentation at the
Automotive News Europe Congress in
Monte Carlo, Bernstein Research
analyst Max Warburton said that he
"absolutely" agrees with Varin.

Warburton said that while VW
Group's products are more attractive
and the brand is better managed:
"Let's be honest, price is the biggest
single reason" for this huge increase
in share.

Douglas A. Bolduc is Automotive
News Europe Managing Editor.

By comparison, PSA's western
European market share fell to 12.2
percent from 13.3 percent during the
first five months of 2012.

Warburton said the arrival of the euro
in 2002 is one of the factors that
caused VW Group to focus more
attention on Europe. Before the euro
was born, VW Group used to make a
big profit in North America but that
ended with the euro's rapid
strengthening against the dollar.

What did VW Group do in response?
It got much more aggressive --
particularly in the volume market -- in
Europe.

"This has been great for VW and bad
for all the others," Warburton said.

VW Group is able to offer better
prices than its rivals because any loss
suffered in Europe gets subsidized by
massive gains in China, where
Warburton estimates VW Group
makes 60 percent of its profit.

He said that the money is not just
coming from new-car sales but also
from the licensing fees paid by its
Chinese joint ventures and from
selling parts to its JV partners. The
analyst said the components business
in China accounted for 7.4 billion
euros in sales and an operating profit
of 1.5 billion euros last year.

What this means is that unless its
China business falters, VW Group is
going to keep applying massive
pressure to its rivals in Europe.
Without massive cuts, or a financial
bailout, some of those rivals might not
survive.
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U.S. sales back on track
to top 14 million this year

U.S. light vehicle sales jumped 22
percent in June to 1.3 million units.
That's not as dramatic as it sounds.
June 2011 was the first month that
supplies of new cars got slammed by
production cuts after the March 11,
2011, earthquake and tsunami in
Japan. On a seasonally adjusted
annual selling rate (SAAR), it was the
worst month of 2011.

But this June was also encouraging.
The selling rate popped back above
14 million, suggesting that May's dip
in SAAR to 13.8 million was a blip
rather than a new trend. And it put
U.S. auto sales back on track for a 14
million-plus year.

For context, that's better than 2008,
the start of what Americans call the
Great Recession, when full-year sales
fell to 13,245,687.

But it's still well below 2007, the final
year of a remarkably flat sales period.
For nine years starting in 1999, U.S.
light vehicle volume hovered between
16 million and 17 million well, defying
the normal boom-and-bust pattern. A
few even argued the auto industry
had "cured the business cycle."

Not so. Chasing market share over
profitability, automakers just propped
up chronic overproduction with ever-
greater incentives, year after year,
until the whole system collapsed.

The U.S. industry is substantially
healthier: production closely matched
to real demand, less excess factory
capacity, remarkably lean inventories

Jesse Snyder is senior writer at
Automotive News.

of unsold vehicles, and lower and very
targeted incentives. As a result,
virtually all automakers, suppliers and
dealers are profitable.

And the U.S. auto market also is
better.

Bob Carter, the U.S. head of Toyota
brand sales, expects full-year industry
sales of 14.3 million. Ford forecasts
light vehicle sales between 14.2
million and 14.7 million. Ford says
14.5 million to 15 million including
medium and heavy trucks. Anything
over 14.1 million would mean a third
straight year of double-digit growth
from 2009's nadir of 10.4 million.

But the U.S. market is a tug of war,
caught between powerful forces:
need vs. fear.

On the rise

Annual U.S. light vehicle sales,
2007-2012 U.S. light vehicle sales

2012* 14.3 million

2011 12.8 million

2010 11.6 million

2009 10.4 million

2008 13.2 million

2007 16.2 million

* SAAR, first six months

Source: Companies, Automotive News Data

Center

The downside forces start with a
sputtering U.S. economy. Then there
are more immediate fears. That
Europe's sovereign debt crisis will
explode and cause an even-bigger
drain on the American economy. That
fuel prices will again soar.

Against that, there are multiple upside
forces. Credit is more widely available.
Interest rates are low, averaging less
than 4 percent for car loans. Gasoline
prices are down from a spring spike.

The biggest force is pent-up demand.
All those buyers who deferred vehicle
purchases during the recession? Their
cars are old. The 240 million U.S.
vehicles on the road average 11 years
old -- an all-time high. Buyers can't
wait any longer.

So far this year, need is prevailing over
fear.
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Renault may get a luxury brand like
Nissan's Infiniti, COO Tavares says
French automaker's No. 2 outlines strategy for upscale cars

Renault tried to move upscale with the Vel Satis, shown, a car developed to rival German premium brands. The company
hoped to achieve annual sales of 50,000 for the Vel Satis, but only 62,000 were built between 2002 and 2009.

LLuca Cifuca Cifererrrii

Renault may launch its upscale Initiale
Paris subbrand in two phases, Chief
Operating Officer Carlos Tavares said.

The first phase would see the French
automaker adding premium content
to its volume models and tweaking
their design to sell them under the
new subbrand. French rival Citroen
does something similar with its
upscale DS range.

In the second phase, Renault would
develop specific Initiale Paris models
to make it a stand-alone brand, just as
alliance partner Nissan did with its
Infiniti luxury marque.

"We plan to start with something that
will be similar to Citroen's DS series
that will eventually become something
like Infiniti at Nissan," Tavares told

Automotive News Europe in an
interview.

Tavares said Infiniti started in 1989 in
the United States with rebadged cars
from Nissan and by offering
outstanding service in the dealers.
"Nissan needed 25 years to take
Infiniti where it is today. Initiale Paris is
not something that could be
completed in the next two years," he
said.

Renault currently uses Initiale Paris as
a label for higher-spec versions of
some of its volume models, but the
label is not widely known. Even some
Renault employees have not heard of
the label, Tavares said.

Cars that are currently sold with the
Initiale Paris label are well executed,
but not always very consistent, he
said. For example, the Initiale Paris
version of the Clio subcompact

doesn't seem very special, while the
Scenic minivan and Latitude sedan
versions are better.

Steps to a full brand

Tavares outlined how he sees an
Initiale Paris subbrand becoming a full
brand. "The first thing is to clarify
what kind of modern luxury you want
to express through Initiale Paris
versions. Next you align all the new
models and versions in that direction
and you create strong, specific cars for
Initiale Paris," Tavares said.

The subbrand will become a stand-
alone brand when is seen as a strong
and visible and is appreciated by
customers, he said.

Renault is working hard to ensure that
Initial Paris versions of its mid-sized
and large cars will be outstanding.
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"Five years down the road we will look at the five or six
Initiale Paris versions and we'll try to answer these
questions: Are these cars premium? Are they all aligned
with the same flavor of premium-ness? Can we imagine
that one day these cars will be called Initiale Paris and not
Renaults? If the answer is yes, then perhaps one day we
will have our own Infiniti brand within Renault group,"
Tavares said.

Image boost

Analysts said Renault's plan would boost the automaker's
lackluster image.

Gaetan Toulemonde, from Deutsche Bank, said an upscale
brand would help Renault in Europe by giving it a more
exciting image, which is the automaker's weak point.
"Tavares knows something about the luxury car division
from his former job as head of Nissan in North America,"
he said.

Ian Fletcher, an analyst for IHS Automotive, said Citroen
has shown with its DS line how to boost profit margins.
Citroen builds DS cars with upscale features on existing
platforms. For example the DS3 is based on the C3
subcompact.

"DS customers are adding thousands of euros worth of
extras onto their cars, so the margins start to widen
significantly," Fletcher said. "Renault can do that by using
existing technology to add a couple of thousands of euros
worth of value to different models."

Renault will decide on how to expand the Initiale Paris label
into a subbrand by the end of the year. The automaker will
also decide at the same time whether to use Mercedes-
Benz underpinnings for a new sedan. "We are working on

a rear-wheel-drive large-car project. It is not decided yet
and it is still in the preliminary stages," Tavares said.

Using Mercedes technology for luxury cars would expand
Renault's alliance with Mercedes parent Daimler that
currently covers joint development and production of small
cars and engines. The next Renault Twingo minicar and
Smart cars are being developed jointly.

Bruce Gain contributed
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Renault looking for a partner to
relaunch Alpine sports car brand

Renault unveiled the Alpine A 110-50 mid-engine rear-drive two-seat concept (left) powered by a 400-hp Renault 3.5-liter
V-6 engine on the 50th anniversary of the launch of the Alpine A 110 sports car.

LLuca Cifuca Cifererrrii

Renault is talking to potential partners
to help revive its Alpine sports car
brand and share development costs,
Renault Chief Operating Officer Carlos
Tavares said.

In May, Renault unveiled a concept
car called the Alpine A 110-50 to
celebrate the 50th anniversary of the
original A 110 sports car.

Renault said the A 110-50 translates
the most characteristic design features
of the original A 110 in a modern
way.

Tavares said that Renault wants to
develop an Alpine model that offers
great performance and outstanding
looks at a reasonable price. To keep
the new model's price competitive,
Renault needs a partner, Tavares told

Automotive News Europe in an
interview.

Renault currently has alliances with
Nissan and Mercedes-Benz parent
Daimler.

"We are not specifically talking to
Nissan, but we are talking with
another automaker," Tavares said,
dampening media speculation that
Nissan's rear-wheel-drive 370Z coupe
could provide the underpinnings for
an Alpine model.

Tavares said it is too soon to say if the
Alpine brand could extend beyond a
modern interpretation of the A 110.
"If the new car is outstanding, if it
really revives Alpine as the sports car
brand for Renault, then it will create
an appetite for the second car and the
third car," he said.

Renault will decide by year-end
whether to revive Alpine.

The Alpine brand would be separate
from the rest of Renault and run by a
small team of "car nuts" dedicated to
developing products for passionate
sports car fans, Tavares said.

Alpine was founded in 1955 and
became well-known among sports car
enthusiasts for the A 110 coupe,
which was introduced in 1962. In the
mid-1960s, Alpine signed a
partnership with Renault and its cars
were distributed through Renault
dealers. In 1973, Renault bought a
majority of Alpine before shutting
down production of the brand in the
late 1990s.
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Buick, Chevy slump bodes ill for GM

SHANGHAI -- Although General
Motors has maintained overall sales
growth in China so far this year, sales
of its mid-sized Buick and Chevrolet
models have declined sharply.

That's a bad sign for a company that
has made significant progress building
its brands in the world's largest auto
market.

Two years ago, thanks to the launch
of the redesigned Buick Regal and
LaCrosse, Chinese consumers started
to see Buick as a premium brand.

Instead of opting for an Audi A4 or
A6, buyers often chose a mid-sized
Buick for its elegant styling and strong
performance.

Then the three major German luxury
brands -- Audi, BMW and Mercedes-
Benz -- enacted steep price cuts, while
Volkswagen AG launched the new
Volkswagen Passat and Magotan.

As German competition heated up,
Chinese demand for Buick's mid-sized
sedans declined.

In the first five months of this year,
sales of the LaCrosse plunged 28
percent year-on-year to 36,600 units,

Yang Jian is managing editor of
Automotive News China.

while deliveries of the Regal dropped
1 percent to 31,186 units.

To be sure, GM introduced another
mid-sized model, the Chevrolet
Malibu, in China in March.

But the Malibu has nothing special to
set it apart from the sea of mid-sized
sedans marketed by international
brands, so it has failed to impress
Chinese consumers.

From March to June, Shanghai GM
sold only 12,000 Malibus in China.

Meanwhile, Cadillac's China sales
have remained small. Only 14,616
Cadillacs were sold in China in the
first half of this year, according to
GM.

In sharp contrast to weak demand for
their mid-sized cars, Chevrolet and
Buick enjoy robust demand for
subcompact and compact cars.

Sales of the Buick Excelle, a compact
car with a price tag of 80,000 yuan
($12,600), rose 20 percent in the first
five months of 2012.

Sales of the Chevrolet New Sail, which
sells for 60,000 yuan, surged 60
percent.

Those two models generate 40
percent of Shanghai GM's China sales
-- enough to prop up GM's growth in
China, which could be a mixed
blessing.

If GM can't find a way to boost sales
of its mid-sized Buicks and Cadillacs,
its brands will be increasingly
associated with inexpensive vehicles.

GM executives can't be too thrilled
with that scenario.
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Saab's new owner details
future plans for Swedish brand

Saab's PhoeniX concept car, unveiled at the 2011 Geneva auto show, will inspire a new model for the brand.

Nick GibbsNick Gibbs

Saab's new owner plans to produce
an electric version of the 9-3 model
plus another car off the automaker's
Phoenix platform.

"The electric 9-3 is the first major
thing that will occur," Mikael Ostlund,
a spokesman for National Electric
Vehicle Sweden (NEVS), told
Automotive News Europe. "We are
aiming for launch somewhere around
late 2013 or 2014."

The Chinese-Japanese backed
company bought Saab from Swedish
bankruptcy administrators in June for
an undisclosed amount.

Ostlund said the firm has recruited a
human resources director who will

assemble an engineering team to
electrify and build the 9-3.

The car will be produced in Saab's
factory in Trollhaettan, Sweden, NEVS
chairman Karl-Erling Trogen said last
month. "Electric vehicles powered by
clean electricity are the future,"
Trogen said. No production estimates
were given, but Ostlund said the
factory has a capacity of 190,000
vehicles a year. The company also is
planning a second electric vehicle.
"We own the intellectual property
rights to the Phoenix platform, so step
two is to develop that platform into
another vehicle," Ostlund said.

Phoenix is a modular design intended
for vehicles ranging from a compact
car to much larger vehicles, including

SUVs. It was first shown underpinning
the PhoeniX concept car at the 2011
Geneva auto show.

NEVS won't build a large electric car,
Ostlund said. "The reason why we
were not interested in the Saab 9-5
and 9-4x was not only because of GM
but also because they are too heavy to
make electric cars out of," he noted.

The company has said that the EV
technology will be Japanese-sourced.

NEVS is 49 percent owned by
Japanese company Sun Investment.
The majority share is held by National
Modern Energy Holdings Ltd, a Hong
Kong-based company controlled by
Swedish-Chinese alternative fuels
entrepreneur Kai Johan Jiang.
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Sergio Pininfarina's style legacy

LLuca Cifuca Cifererrrii

TURIN, Italy -- Sergio Pininfarina, who died July 2 at age
85, never pretended to be a car designer even though his
surname is the personification of Italian vehicle styling.

He did almost everything else in the 50 years he ran
Pininfarina S.p.A., the family business he took over from his
father, Battista "Pinin" Farina. Sergio Pininfarina was an
entrepreneur and engineer, as well as a politician who
advocated a single Europe and worked to improve Italy's
industrial competitiveness.

And, of course, he was a design director. But Sergio never
took credit for designing any single car, though some
associates say the 1973 Lancia Beta coupe came straight
from his pencil.

He did, however, have the final word on everything that
came out of the Pininfarina studio after 1966. And his
influence on the evolution of car design around the world
may be unmatched.

Among other achievements, the Pininfarina studio has
designed almost every production Ferrari since the early
1950s.

"Ferrari would have not been Ferrari without Sergio
Pininfarina," said Sergio Marchionne, CEO of Chrysler and
Fiat, which owns Ferrari.

An important part of Sergio Pininfarina's legacy is the
respect he brought to the design profession.

"When I came into this industry over half a century ago,
designers counted for nothing," he said in October 2000.
"They were just makeup artists whose job was to make the
engineer's work look good."

Democratizing design

In those years, designers and coachbuilders such as
Pininfarina had no influence at all on mass-produced
vehicles, he said.

The young Sergio also sought to evolve the coachbuilding
side of the family business. Under his guidance, it went
from turning out a few handmade units for wealthy buyers
to higher volume, industrial production.

Sergio Pininfarina with a Ferrari Testarossa in 1985. (Photo:
Pininfarina)

His idea was to "democratize design" by making the
vehicles styled and built by Pininfarina more affordable.
With the 1955 Alfa Romeo Giulietta Spider he achieved
that goal.

"This car was a cornerstone for Pininfarina," he once told
Automotive News."For the first time, all body panels were
stamped -- like carmakers were doing -- and no longer
handcrafted, as coachbuilders always did."

In 1955, Pininfarina built just 934 units, all handcrafted.
But over the next 11 years the company would produce
27,437 units of the Giulietta Spider.

In the process, Sergio changed Pininfarina S.p.A. from a
coachbuilder to an industrial company that would
manufacture 198,107 Fiat 124 Spiders between 1966 and
1985; 110,128 Alfa Spiders between 1966 and 1993; and
107,633 Peugeot 406 coupes from 1996 to 2004.

Dealing with Enzo

Sergio always recalled with emotion the first customer his
father wanted him to work with personally. In 1951, when
Sergio was just 25, Battista decided his son would deal
personally with Ferrari.

"I was scared to death because Enzo Ferrari was already a
legend in car racing and, notoriously, he was not an easy
man to deal with," Sergio said. "At the same time, I was
proud: My father gave me a great chance."

Last week, Ferrari Chairman Luca Cordero di Montezemolo
said: "First with Enzo and then with me, Sergio Pininfarina
designed some of the most iconic [Ferrari] models, such as
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the Testarossa or the Enzo, just to name two. Also, there is
the work we've done together for the Maserati
Quattroporte, which remains one of the most beautiful
cars ever built."

Sergio was especially proud of the 1965 Dino Berlinetta
Speciale, a concept car that deeply influenced the design
of rear-engine Ferraris for the next four decades. The
concept was special to him because it was designed
without the close supervision of Battista, who was seriously
ill and had embarked on a long trip abroad.

Battista liked the Dino Berlinetta Speciale, calling it his first
"daughter-in-law design." A year later he formally passed
the company leadership to Sergio, who had been heading
the day-to-day operations for many years.

Air-shipping Allantes

The 1987 Cadillac Allante convertible was an ambitious
project undertaken by General Motors and Pininfarina that
ended in disappointment.

Car bodies were constructed by Pininfarina in a greenfield
factory near Turin, then air-shipped 3,300 miles to
Cadillac's Hamtramck, Mich., plant for adding the
powertrain and final assembly. Fifty-six Allantes at a time
where delivered, using a purposely modified Boeing 747
jumbo jet.

But the mildly designed Allante was underpowered and
was hampered by quality problems. It ended up a failure:
Just 21,000 units were built in seven years; the initial plan
had been to produce 6,000 a year.

The Allante was Pininfarina's second attempt to build a car
for GM. In the early 1970s, the U.S. giant proposed that
Sergio take over a plant in Kalamazoo, Mich., to build a
convertible, but the project was never finalized.

Sergio was deeply disappointed at first, but after the 1973
oil crisis reckoned: "The Kalamazoo project could have
killed Pininfarina."

Political life

Sergio was also a politician who fought for his dream of a
strong united Europe long before the current European
Union was formed in 1993.

Between 1979 and 1988, he was a member of the
European Parliament in Strasbourg, France, where he
championed Italy's industrial interests.

Pininfarina thought Europe should be more united
politically -- and physically. Fifteen years ago, he became
chairman of a committee to promote high-speed train
service between Turin and Lyon, France. Construction of
the train line finally began last summer.

In September 2005, Sergio was named a life senator of the
Italian republic. Just five Italians at a time share the title,
which is given to individuals for outstanding achievement
in social, scientific and artistic fields.

Sergio's private life was blighted by the death of his son
Andrea, Pininfarina's chairman and CEO, in a motorcycle
accident in August 2008. Sergio's son Paolo succeeded
Andrea.

At the end of the same year, Sergio was dealt another
blow, when the Pininfarina family lost control of the
business that Sergio's father had established in 1930. The
banks that bailed out the ailing company became its
controlling shareholders.

It was an unfortunate end for a man who had dedicated
50 years to the family company.
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Europe sales by model: Opel Corsa
and Astra rise in the top 10 ranking

Douglas A. BolducDouglas A. Bolduc

The Opel/Vauxhall Corsa edged ahead of the Ford Focus
into fourth place in the tightest race among cars on
Europe's list of top 10 sellers. Through May, Opel sold
124,998 Corsas compared with Ford's 123,644 sales of the
Focus -- a difference of just 1,354, according to data from
UK-based market researchers JATO Dynamics.

Through April, Ford's compact had outsold Opel's
subcompact by 2,513 units, but it couldn't keep the lead.

The Corsa wasn't the only Opel to rise in the ranking in
May. The Astra leaped over the Renault Clio into sixth
place. After five months, Opel's compact outsold Renault's
soon-to-be-replaced subcompact 114,780 to 111,442.

Also moving up was the Renault Megane, which overtook
the Peugeot 207 to finish the first five months of 2012 in
10th place overall. Peugeot is losing sales of the 207
because it is replacing the subcompact with the 208 this
year.

An 8 percent decline in Europe's total sales through May to
5,824,776 vehicle hit cars in the top 10 particularly hard.
Every model in the ranking suffered a decrease in five-
month sales compared with the same period last year. The
Focus, Volkswagen Golf and Nissan Qashqai were the only
models in the top 10 to avoid double-digit drops in year-
on-year sales during the period. (See char(See chartt)

The No. 1 Golf extended its sales lead over its closest
competitor, the Ford Fiesta, to nearly 51,000 from more
than 40,000 units through April and from nearly 30,000 at
the end of the first quarter. VW's Polo subcompact ranked
third in European sales.

Full tables for European sales by model for May and the
first five months are published in PDF form at the back of
this month's Automotive News Europe Global Monthly.

The Opel CorThe Opel Corsa (showsa (shown) has benefin) has benefited fted frrom wom weakeningeakening
demand fdemand for the For the Forord Fd Focus.ocus.

Europe's 5-month 2012 top sellers; % change from 2011

units sold % change

1. VW Golf 203,403 -7

2. Ford Fiesta 152,555 -13

3. VW Polo 140,659 -16

4. Opel/Vauxhall Corsa 124,998 -14

5. Ford Focus 123,644 -5

6. Opel/Vauxhall Astra 114,780 -26

7. Renault Clio 111,442 -26

8. Nissan Qashqai 95,838 -2

9. VW Passat 93,190 -12

10. Renault Megane 90,201 -23

JATO Dynamics
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Magna Europe boss
foresees 'bumpy' second half

Douglas A. BolducDouglas A. Bolduc

Magna Europe President Guenther
Apfalter foresees a difficult six months
for Europe.

"The outlook for the second half is a
little bit bumpy," Apfalter told
Automotive News Europe, adding that
the region's debt crisis is affecting key
decisions regarding the Austria
supplier's car-making pact with
Nissan.

Nissan signed a letter of intent in May
with Magna's contract manufacturing
arm, Magna Steyr, to have it produce
a compact-premium model for the
Japanese automaker's luxury brand,
Infiniti. So far, the companies have yet
to announce where the car will be
made. Magna Steyr has a plant in
Graz, Austria, where it produces cars
for Aston Martin, Mercedes-Benz,
Mini and Peugeot. Poland's deputy
economy minister recently was quoted
as saying that Magna would produce
the Infiniti at the former FSO factory
in Warsaw.

Apfalter, who is also president of
Magna Steyr, declined to comment on
the report. He said that a decision on
would come in the next few months.
He admitted that in a perfect world
the decision would already have been
made. He blamed the delay on the
Europe's economic uncertainty, which
is reducing new-car sales. This is
causing automakers to think twice

before making any decisions on
production.

Burned before

Infiniti's growth plans in Europe
already have been hit once by
unfortunate timing. The brand
debuted in Europe in 2008, which
was the same year that the Lehman
Brothers collapse sparked a global
economic crisis. Infiniti bosses say that
crisis set back its European expansion
plans by at least a year.

While decisions on where to make the
car -- and the volume -- have been
delayed, Apfalter gave no indication
that the deal would fall apart.

"We're very proud to engineer and
manufacture cars for the first time in
Austria for an Asian-based customer,"
he said, adding that Magna Steyr's
longtime production and engineering
partnership with Daimler's Mercedes
brand helped make the deal with
Nissan-Infiniti happen. Daimler, Nissan
and Renault formed an alliance in
April 2010.

Graz production

Adding the Infiniti model to Graz
would go a long way toward
returning the plant to the record
production volumes it had in the
middle of the 2000s.

Last year, Magna Steyr increased car
output 51 percent to 130,343 but

Apfalter says the region's economic
instability has stalled decisions on key
projects.

that is well under its all-time high of
about 240,000 in 2006 and second-
best volume of 200,000 cars in 2007.
Last year's total was below the level
that Apfalter wants.

"We are not working at maximum
capacity, but this is absolutely our
intention," Apfalter said. "We are
running now at around 75 percent to
80 percent. So, in a balanced way, our
capacity is about 160,000 units a year,
but we could easily expand it again to
those record numbers we had
before."
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Schaeffler counts on gains from
Hyundai, N. America, Asia for 2012

Schaeffler auto division head Wolfgang Dangel (left) and company CEO Juergen Geissinger say the supplier's strong ties
to European brands is helping it around the world. (Photo: Sawall)

Bearing manufacturer Schaeffler is
responding to cyclical swings in the
automotive business by strengthening
its global presence and boosting
business with fast-growing companies
such as Hyundai. CEO Juergen
Geissinger and auto division boss
Wolfgang Dangel reconfirmed that
the supplier will grow by 5 percent
this year because gains in North
America and Asia will offset any
downturn in Europe. The executives
recently spoke with Guido Reinking,
editor-in-chief of Automobilwoche,
which is a sister publication of
Automotive News Europe.

Is it still possible fIs it still possible for a supplier to earor a supplier to earnn
money in Eurmoney in Europe?ope?

Geissinger:Geissinger: We make money
worldwide. Otherwise you can't be in
business. But in the end, what matters
is where the growth potential is.
Where will the future growth in
volumes occur? And that is no longer
Europe. That is why we launched our
localization activities many years ago.
We have been in Brazil for 55 years
and in the U.S. for more than 40
years, and we have likewise
accelerated our growth in Asia. But
Europe continues to be an extremely
important market for us, with
important customers. As a technology
company, we also want to continue to
work closely with our European
customers, which are also benefiting
from Asia as a major growth market.

How does EurHow does Europe look?ope look?

Dangel:Dangel:You have to break the
European market down: The southern
European high-volume manufacturers
are in a challenging situation. They are
also the automakers that are heavily
dependent on the European market.
Everything is still going well for the
well-known premium manufacturers.
On the whole, the global German
automakers are very well positioned

If yIf your southerour southern Eurn European customeropean customerss
arare in a slump, can ye in a slump, can you maintain you maintain yourour
grgrowowth fth fororecasts?ecasts?

Geissinger:Geissinger: We have always said that
we will grow more than 5 percent this
year. And it looks as though we will
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remain in that framework. There will
perhaps be shifts in individual
markets. But we have a very good
balance globally, as do many of our
customers: For example, Fiat
continues to be strong in South
America and in North America with
Chrysler. And with our global
orientation, we are in a good position
with Korean manufacturers. Hyundai's
growth balances out the weakness of
other manufacturers.

How is Asia prHow is Asia progrogressing?essing?

Dangel:Dangel: The growth is turning out to
be a bit more moderate, but it is
continuing. The growth rates that we
enjoyed in previous years are no
longer realistic. We cannot continually
grow 30, 40, or 50 percent. And we
are seeing a strong recovery in North
America. That is now helping us to
offset the situation in Europe.

Is SchaefIs Schaefflfler, like many companies, tooer, like many companies, too
dependent on markets such as China?dependent on markets such as China?

Dangel:Dangel: Three of our top four
customers are not European. We are
positioned extremely well around the
world. That is why we can effectively
offset a regional weakness, such as
the one we have in Europe today.

Geissinger:Geissinger: In addition, we have our
industrial business -- and we always
place great value upon it. Here we are
well-positioned in growth
technologies such as wind power,
among other fields. The aftermarket is
also a pillar of our business, both in
our industrial as well as our
automotive business. This is also part
of the balance of our business.

In markets such as China, the new carIn markets such as China, the new car
sales of today arsales of today are the afe the aftermarkettermarket
business of tomorbusiness of tomorrrow, arow, aren't they?en't they?

Dangel:Dangel: That's absolutely right. We
generate about 16 percent of our
automotive revenue with our
aftermarket business.

ArAre ye you still invou still investing heavesting heavily in electrily in electricic
mobility or armobility or are ye you concentrou concentrating onating on
the interthe internal combustion engine?nal combustion engine?

Dangel:Dangel: We are not changing our
direction just because the electric
mobility hype has subsided somewhat.
Nearly two years ago, we founded our
eMobility systems division. We are
implementing the plans exactly the
way we conceived them two years
ago. The field of action at the systems
division not only encompasses purely
automotive electric mobility solutions,
such as our eDifferential or our
eWheel wheel hub drive, but involves
hybrid solutions and industrial
applications as well. It ranges from
electric bikes all the way to energy
infrastructure.

How is the cooperHow is the cooperation betwation betweeneen
SchaefSchaefflfler and Continental shaping up?er and Continental shaping up?
Continental has rContinental has really done a greally done a greateat
deal in the ardeal in the area of electrea of electric mobility.ic mobility.
Doesn't it make sense to wDoesn't it make sense to work on thisork on this
together?together?

Geissinger:Geissinger: Schaeffler is the majority
shareholder of Continental. We can
naturally derive many projects based
on the logic of industry. We have
already achieved very good results, for
example in turbochargers, where we
collaborate successfully. We already
have a second customer after a short
time. Volumes are showing strong
growth. Other projects include
electronic ride control, electric rear
axle steering, hybrid building blocks
and eMobility solutions. We do a
great deal together and naturally
exploit the potential that the alliance
offers.

ArAre there there alre already syeady synergies betwnergies betweeneen
Continental and SchaefContinental and Schaefflfler that yer that youou
can quantifcan quantify?y?

Geissinger:Geissinger: You can naturally quantify
the purchasing synergies. All the other
synergies come from projects and
development. It takes five or six years

for a project in our industry to go into
volume production. We will see the
numbers precisely when one project
after another goes into regular
production.

Dangel:Dangel: We see this clearly on the
issue of turbochargers. Production
was launched last year. We are
already running considerable volumes
during the ramp-up. This is a win-win
situation.

EU IndustrEU Industry Commissioner Antonioy Commissioner Antonio
TTajani said therajani said there should not be ae should not be a
tightening of the CO2 limits in Eurtightening of the CO2 limits in Europeope
afafter 2020, so the competitivter 2020, so the competitiveness ofeness of
EurEuropean auto industropean auto industry is noty is not
jeoparjeopardized. Isn't that givdized. Isn't that giving awing awayay
potential?potential?

Geissinger:Geissinger: I do not believe that we
are giving potential away. When you
look at what we in Germany have
accomplished with the reduction of
CO2 and efficiency improvements in
recent years, we lead the world. Other
countries must accomplish this first. I
believe that the world must first
follow our lead and attain the 95
grams that is supposed to be reached
in 2020.

The 95 grThe 95 grams cannot be achievams cannot be achieveded
wwithout some electrithout some electrifiification of thecation of the
powpowerertrtrain, parain, particularly fticularly foror
manufmanufacturacturerers of larger vs of larger vehicles. Wehicles. Willill
customercustomers be rs be ready to pay feady to pay for thisor this
electrelectrifiification to achievcation to achieve these limits?e these limits?

Geissinger:Geissinger: Certainly consumers must
carry their share. Automakers and
suppliers must not carry the burden
alone. But we must take care that we
do not lose our competitiveness. The
question is, what will people pay for?
Industry is committed to reaching that
goal. Suppliers want to make a
contribution, and they will.
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German dealer group requires
top bosses to commit or quit

LLuca Cifuca Cifererrrii

To better share risks and rewards, AVAG Holding,
Germany's largest dealer group, wants managing directors
at its dealerships to become partners in the companies they
run.

"If 20 cents of every euro comes from his own pockets, I'm
sure he is making the best use of AVAG's 80 cents," said
AVAG Chairman Albert Still at a recent European dealer
conference in Verona, Italy.

Managing directors are crucial figures in AVAG's
organization. First, they must have three to four years of
experience in the group before being appointed.

Secondly, they should buy 20 percent of the dealership
within three years. If they do not want to become
shareholders, they are asked to leave the company.

"If a managing director does not want to invest his own
money in his daily business, he probably does not have
enough commitment to do a good job," Still said.

A successful AVAG dealership generates annual sales of 40
million to 70 million euros, with no more than five outlets.
If the dealership grows bigger, it is split into two
dealerships and a second managing director is appointed
to run the new dealership.

Still wants to expand his company's network of 133
dealerships and prefers to buy an existing store rather than
create a greenfield operation, which he estimates will lose
money for three years because of the land and
construction costs associated with starting something
brand new.

"If we buy a dealership, we keep the name of the
company, because it is already known in its territory and
we are not imposing our company name," Still said.

'Beer and sausage'

While Still is looking to buy stores and add brands, he
closely tracks daily expenditures at his existing operations.
He gets a daily profit report from each department of the
company's 133 dealerships.

Growth story

AVAG Holding SE at a glance

2011
revenue*:

1.34 billion euros, up 16%

Operating
profit:

17.45 million euros, up 58%

New-car
sales:

48,321 units, up 13%

Used-car
sales:

38,258 units, up 15%

Brands:
13 (incl. Alfa Romeo, Chevrolet, Fiat,
Ford, Kia, Lexus, Nissan, Opel,
Peugeot, Toyota)

Dealerships: 133, including 100 in Germany

Markets:
Germany, Austria, Poland, Hungary,
Croatia

*All financial data for fiscal year ended Aug. 31, 2011, Source: Company

To be sure all the dealership's managing directors read the
daily report, Still randomly calls them to discuss their data.
He expects them to master minor details of those reports.

For example, stores should send aging stock to auctions
with a 20 percent price reduction, rather than let them
collect dust on the dealership lot.

"If I find new cars older than 90 days and used cars over
150 days in our inventory, I will kill someone," Still says.

Cost-cutting alone does not guarantee profits. A dealership
also must know its customers, Still said. AVAG's target
customer is 48 years old, has two children and makes more
than 2,000 euros a month. "We know where he goes on
holidays, that he buys furniture at IKEA, food at Aldi and
clothes at C&A," Still said.

A dealership's sales and service should be consistent with
its customer profile, avoiding any overstatement. "Offering
champagne and caviar to a volume customer is simply
wrong," Still said. "He is happier with beer and sausage."
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ZF provides new BMW 1 series
with 8-speed transmission

James Clark & Anita KapoorJames Clark & Anita Kapoor

The new second-generation BMW 1
series is the first model in its class to
offer an optional eight-speed
automatic transmission. ZF
Friedrichshafen AG suppliers the
gearbox, which features steering-
wheel-mounted shift paddles. ZF also
provides the 1 series' six-speed
manual transmission plus chassis and
electronic components in the car.

Getrag Group of Germany supplies a
manual transmission to the 1 series
and the dual-clutch transmission in
the BMW 135i.

The new 1 series is available from
launch with a range of four-cylinder
gasoline and diesel engines. The
compact car's new 1.6-liter gasoline
powerplants are fitted with waste
gate twin-scroll turbochargers from
Honeywell.

The new model is 83mm longer and
14mm wider than the car it replaces.
Its wheelbase also has been
lengthened by 30mm. All the
upgrades were made to improve
interior space. BMW produces the 1
series on its L7 platform. IHS
Automotive forecasts that overall
output for the 1-series model line will
peak at 237,000 in 2013, up from a
forecast of 182,000 units in 2011.
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V8/V12 Vantage ................................43 76 345 416
DBS ..................................................28 30 120 187
Rapide ..............................................18 74 122 281
Other ................................................46 62 284 204

ASTON MARTIN ................................135 242 871 1,088
Niva/Taiga........................................168 167 841 1,308
Other ................................................32 32 119 247

AVTOVAZ ..........................................200 199 960 1,555
1 series ......................................12,754 12,991 63,578 57,048
3 series ......................................17,745 17,718 72,596 71,718
5 series ......................................11,728 12,950 53,898 65,228
7 series ............................................605 734 3,469 4,138
Z4....................................................737 1,030 4,087 4,697
6 series ............................................975 467 3,678 1,800
X1 ................................................6,253 7,033 28,371 34,027
X3 ................................................6,765 5,665 31,695 21,770
X5 ................................................1,851 2,438 9,314 11,044
X6 ..................................................877 1,410 4,934 5,978
Other ................................................47 99 305 312

Total BMW brand ......................60,337 62,535 275,925 277,760
Mini..............................................9,722 11,451 44,459 47,351
Countryman ................................4,808 5,199 22,307 20,905

Total Mini ..................................14,530 16,650 66,766 68,256
Phantom............................................13 15 55 66
Ghost ................................................30 31 145 171
Other ..................................................– 1 2 3

Total Rolls-Royce ..............................43 47 202 240
BMW AG ......................................74,910 79,232 342,893 346,256
Maybach ..............................................2 4 15 20
A class ..........................................5,670 2,955 31,340 21,604
B class ........................................11,875 7,752 49,311 38,803
C class ........................................15,213 18,020 71,566 65,755
E class ..........................................9,479 12,452 46,770 57,598
S class..............................................713 1,274 3,580 4,956
CLS ..............................................1,047 1,915 5,507 7,522
CLC ....................................................1 93 8 2,058
SLK ..............................................1,778 1,846 8,785 5,984
SL ....................................................533 138 1,591 638
SLS AMG ........................................154 162 723 1,021
R class ............................................215 358 1,097 1,778
GLK ..............................................1,863 3,450 11,076 13,967
Vito/Viano ....................................2,671 3,033 11,635 12,384
Sprinter............................................459 527 2,100 2,268
M class ........................................2,998 1,558 13,289 8,466
G class ............................................151 223 717 819
GL ....................................................88 181 619 966
Other ..............................................202 229 698 1,016

Total Mercedes-Benz ................55,110 56,166 260,412 247,603
ForTwo ........................................7,074 8,284 32,728 36,251
Other ..................................................– 2 1 28

Total Smart ..................................7,074 8,286 32,729 36,279
DAIMLER AG ................................62,186 64,456 293,156 283,902

DR1 ..................................................17 61 45 1,248
DR5 ..................................................38 49 193 354
Other ................................................11 41 120 101

DR MOTOR COMPANY ......................66 151 358 1,703
Ypsilon ............................................189 – 834 –
Delta..................................................30 – 236 –
300C ................................................27 47 62 370
Grand Voyager/Town & Country........33 390 278 2,268
Other ................................................18 12 72 92

Total Chrysler brand ......................297 449 1,482 2,730
Caliber ................................................3 111 20 657
Journey................................................5 97 28 699
Other ................................................87 39 351 195

Total Dodge ......................................95 247 399 1,551
Compass..........................................913 691 4,489 1,599
Patriot................................................11 277 81 1,992
Wrangler ........................................723 705 3,356 2,923
Cherokee/Liberty................................42 214 309 1,016
Grand Cherokee ..........................1,013 181 4,272 1,094
Other ..................................................7 3 21 23

Total Jeep ....................................2,709 2,071 12,528 8,647
Other ....................................................– – 2 –
CHRYSLER GROUP ........................3,101 2,767 14,411 12,928

MiTo ............................................2,527 4,008 13,015 20,427
Giulietta........................................6,401 7,593 30,225 39,338
159..................................................297 1,245 2,033 4,970
Other ................................................16 151 101 1,175

Total Alfa Romeo ........................9,241 12,997 45,374 65,910

EUROPE SALES BY MODEL, MAY & 5 MONTHS

May May 5 mos. 5 mos.
2012 2011 2012 2011

May May 5 mos. 5 mos.
2012 2011 2012 2011

brought to you courtesy of
www.jato.com

458 Italia ........................................138 133 824 715
California ..........................................61 132 290 501
FF ......................................................55 – 291 –
599 GTB Fiorano................................10 35 51 202
Other ................................................14 2 42 47

Total Ferrari ....................................278 302 1,498 1,465
500 ............................................14,511 15,844 65,455 73,837
Panda ........................................19,092 19,488 84,756 92,008
Punto..........................................14,868 21,295 69,280 106,355
Albea ..............................................139 937 988 4,477
Linea ............................................3,613 4,780 12,679 13,027
Bravo ............................................1,930 2,474 9,275 17,098
Sedici ..............................................750 1,382 3,406 6,715
Freemont ......................................2,588 509 10,976 509
Fiorino/Qubo ................................1,674 2,169 7,756 9,388
Doblo ..........................................1,032 1,719 4,532 7,918
Ducato..........................................3,469 3,177 11,794 10,703
Idea ................................................480 347 2,130 3,537
Other ..............................................311 678 1,259 3,305

Total Fiat brand..........................64,457 74,799 284,286 348,877
Ypsilon ........................................5,762 4,464 28,105 22,516
Musa ............................................1,540 2,547 7,262 10,388
Delta ............................................1,473 2,174 6,455 10,186
Flavia ................................................77 – 77 –
Thema ............................................142 – 736 –
Voyager ..........................................495 – 2,229 –
Other ..................................................2 26 10 148

Total Lancia ..................................9,491 9,211 44,874 43,238
GranTurismo......................................38 90 244 429
GranCabrio........................................28 56 174 228
Quattroporte ....................................15 24 64 141

Other....................................................3 4 11 11
Total Maserati ..................................84 174 493 809

Other....................................................85 68 315 306
FIAT S.P.A. ..................................83,636 97,551 376,840 460,605

FIAT-CHYRSLER ............................86,737 100,318 391,251 473,533
Ka ................................................4,467 6,247 30,172 35,348
Fiesta ..........................................31,201 34,994 152,555 172,214
Focus ..........................................23,918 29,618 123,644 129,428
Fusion ..........................................1,105 1,710 5,947 8,318
Mondeo........................................6,825 7,132 33,995 39,840
C-Max/Grand C-Max ..................10,769 11,972 53,340 57,613
S-Max ..........................................4,354 4,162 20,645 21,753
Galaxy ..........................................2,613 2,474 11,868 11,905
Kuga ............................................5,690 6,715 28,618 32,395
Transit/Tourneo ............................1,725 1,752 7,096 7,123
Other ..............................................200 291 811 1,422

Total Ford brand ........................92,867 107,067 468,691 517,359
Lincoln..................................................2 1 4 6
Mercury................................................– – 1 3

FORD MOTOR ..............................92,869 107,068 468,696 517,368
Geely ..................................................87 42 386 240
C30 ................................................812 1,449 4,497 7,247
S40..................................................890 890 4,909 4,878
V50 ..............................................3,765 3,498 19,096 19,477
S60 ..............................................1,513 2,448 8,127 11,493
V60 ..............................................4,197 4,451 19,113 18,563
V70/XC70 ....................................3,831 4,196 20,528 20,604
S80..................................................418 461 2,235 2,397
C70 ................................................297 501 1,478 2,032
XC60............................................4,007 4,831 21,747 23,460
XC90 ..............................................731 1,241 4,295 5,833
Other ................................................24 35 153 161

Total Volvo ................................20,485 24,001 106,178 116,145
GEELY GROUP ..............................20,572 24,043 106,564 116,385
Buick ....................................................1 3 3 5
Cadillac ..............................................39 42 214 262
Matiz/Spark ..................................5,682 6,172 25,251 30,421
Aveo ............................................5,787 2,892 26,789 17,922
Cruze............................................3,471 3,362 16,956 15,289
Captiva ........................................2,068 2,205 11,003 8,949
Orlando ........................................2,241 2,077 11,526 8,210
Camaro ..........................................294 47 860 171
Other ................................................55 180 250 1,926

Total Chevrolet ..........................19,598 16,935 92,635 82,888
GMC ....................................................1 1 7 3
Hummer ..............................................1 8 10 34
Agila ............................................2,004 1,934 10,987 12,101
Corsa..........................................27,852 31,330 124,998 142,733
Astra/Astra Classic ......................25,895 32,403 114,780 144,243
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Insignia ......................................10,521 13,070 47,237 61,129
Meriva ..........................................8,643 12,631 37,261 63,965
Zafira ............................................9,711 6,856 42,682 33,649
Antara ..........................................1,662 1,010 6,976 2,650
Vivaro ..............................................709 772 3,181 2,933
Ampera ..........................................803 – 2,284 –
Other ..............................................331 106 2,333 996

Total Opel/Vauxhall ..................88,131 100,112 392,719 464,399
Other ....................................................– – – 5

GENERAL MOTORS ....................107,771 117,101 485,588 547,596
Steed ................................................40 64 231 254
Hover ..................................................– 78 7 563
Other ..................................................1 – 3 1

GREAT WALL ......................................41 142 241 818
Jazz ..............................................3,907 3,550 22,207 25,540
Civic ............................................4,897 3,237 21,341 22,029
Insight ............................................171 493 1,968 2,987
Accord ............................................848 904 4,340 6,514
CR-Z ............................................2,531 2,507 13,568 16,417
CR-V................................................102 368 1,218 1,842
Other ................................................10 83 41 652

HONDA MOTOR ..........................12,466 11,142 64,683 75,981
i10................................................5,225 5,507 29,944 31,690
i20................................................6,540 7,156 34,957 33,251
i30................................................8,949 10,008 42,015 47,758
i40................................................3,120 6 13,882 15
H-1/Starex/Satellite ..........................454 227 1,480 1,158
Accent ............................................654 1,903 5,183 9,341
Elantra ............................................444 2 2,007 7
ix20 ..............................................4,013 4,857 20,295 21,189
ix35 ..............................................8,014 6,589 42,130 34,278
Genesis..............................................86 167 606 788
Santa Fe ..........................................560 1,095 4,534 5,257
Veloster ..........................................812 3 3,286 16
Other ................................................79 575 566 3,284

Total Hyundai brand..................38,950 38,095 200,885 188,032
Picanto ........................................4,926 4,778 27,289 18,878
Rio................................................6,134 1,431 33,974 7,586
Cee’d............................................7,450 6,471 29,612 30,010
Optima ............................................352 – 1,860 3
Venga ..........................................2,774 4,156 13,722 20,641
Soul ................................................417 1,074 3,009 5,685
Sportage ......................................7,994 5,217 37,115 26,429
Sorento............................................913 1,101 4,952 5,839
Other ..............................................156 535 682 2,120

Total Kia ....................................31,116 24,763 152,215 117,191
HYUNDAI-KIA ..............................70,066 62,858 353,100 305,223
Mahindra ..........................................12 38 77 264
Korando ..........................................419 445 2,127 1,699
Actyon ................................................– 18 6 144
Kyron ..................................................4 90 161 539
Rexton ..............................................55 44 199 247
Rodius/Stavic......................................59 52 250 345

Total Ssangyong ............................537 649 2,743 2,974
MAHINDRA & MAHINDRA................549 687 2,820 3,238

MX-5 ..............................................732 1,009 3,398 4,143
Mazda2 ........................................1,983 2,615 15,303 17,127
Mazda3 ........................................1,458 2,882 13,077 16,178
Mazda5 ..........................................747 1,260 6,619 9,311
Mazda6 ........................................1,382 2,275 8,632 14,044
CX-5 ............................................2,126 – 7,666 –
CX-7................................................329 783 2,530 5,320
Other ..................................................9 66 84 626

MAZDA ..........................................8,766 10,890 57,309 66,749
i ......................................................200 209 721 1,653
Colt ..............................................1,966 2,534 8,797 13,080
Lancer..............................................665 1,395 3,187 7,329
ASX ..............................................3,032 4,796 17,304 22,614
Outlander ....................................1,098 1,693 5,834 8,241
Pajero/Montero/Shogun ..................317 606 2,082 3,234
Other ................................................67 118 317 831

MITSUBISHI ....................................7,345 11,351 38,242 56,982
Elise ..................................................26 36 77 170
Evora ................................................27 43 90 188
Other ..................................................1 7 7 74

Total Lotus ........................................54 86 174 432
Proton ................................................76 140 755 629

PROTON ............................................130 226 929 1,061

May May 5 mos. 5 mos.
2012 2011 2012 2011

May May 5 mos. 5 mos.
2012 2011 2012 2011

C-Zero ............................................110 221 596 801
C1 ................................................6,176 8,099 30,686 38,470
C3 ..............................................14,994 17,182 74,170 87,733
DS3 ..............................................5,127 7,700 29,355 33,361
C4 ................................................8,963 11,583 47,002 55,292
DS4 ..............................................2,586 1,815 14,516 2,311
C5 ................................................3,736 7,509 19,534 30,746
DS5 ..............................................2,394 114 9,403 114
C4 Aircross ......................................883 – 2,505 –
C-Crosser ........................................231 357 1,053 1,900
Nemo ..............................................527 906 1,981 4,172
Berlingo ........................................3,946 4,325 20,278 20,884
C3 Picasso ....................................4,765 6,651 24,840 32,157
Xsara Picasso ......................................3 428 21 4,171
C4 Picasso/Grand C4 Picasso ........7,339 11,767 36,722 50,514
C8 ..................................................495 569 1,807 2,488
Other ..............................................710 653 2,880 3,034

Total Citroen ..............................62,985 79,879 317,349 368,148
iOn ..................................................181 275 721 739
107 ..............................................6,817 7,616 34,507 40,760
206 ..............................................4,308 6,682 21,240 48,056
207 ............................................10,852 24,322 82,192 118,464
208 ............................................10,831 – 23,225 –
308 ............................................12,485 15,418 61,988 72,355
407....................................................22 250 163 4,298
508 ..............................................8,478 11,011 40,844 29,932
RCZ ................................................872 1,678 4,988 8,078
3008 ............................................9,427 12,132 46,372 53,621
4008................................................419 – 726 –
5008 ............................................5,220 7,284 25,845 32,335
807..................................................568 653 2,326 2,894
4007..................................................89 328 784 1,665
Bipper..............................................519 876 2,408 3,975
Partner/Ranch ..............................3,316 2,888 14,993 16,110
Expert ..............................................451 716 2,065 2,437
Other ..............................................146 157 615 797

Total Peugeot ............................75,001 92,286 366,002 436,516
Other ....................................................– – – 1

PSA..............................................137,986 172,165 683,351 804,665
M ......................................................46 53 333 264
EX......................................................34 37 184 269
FX....................................................121 248 942 1,122
Other ................................................20 31 127 179

Total Infiniti ....................................221 369 1,586 1,834
Pixo ................................................646 1,029 4,260 7,019
Micra ............................................4,299 6,058 28,666 32,930
Juke..............................................8,346 9,194 46,134 45,694
Leaf ................................................361 102 1,947 463
Qashqai ......................................16,548 18,860 95,838 98,037
370Z................................................100 161 541 832
Note ............................................2,792 3,629 14,007 16,138
X-Trail..............................................608 729 4,062 4,249
Pathfinder........................................255 389 1,317 2,021
Murano ..........................................122 245 849 1,596
NV200/Evalia ..................................527 312 2,728 1,578
Other ..............................................271 659 1,460 3,139

Total Nissan................................34,875 41,367 201,809 213,696
NISSAN ........................................35,096 41,736 203,395 215,530

Duster ..........................................9,984 11,892 50,699 61,410
Sandero ........................................7,041 5,760 33,972 31,889
Logan ..........................................4,451 4,233 18,355 16,447
Lodgy ..........................................1,612 – 2,410 –
Other ..................................................– 2 2 10

Total Dacia..................................23,088 21,887 105,438 109,756
Twingo ........................................7,215 8,500 45,294 59,874
Clio ............................................22,226 26,031 111,442 139,884
Symbol/Thalia ..............................2,922 4,073 12,980 18,598
Megane ......................................21,928 22,113 90,201 110,943
Fluence ........................................2,928 4,423 15,920 18,735
Laguna ........................................2,303 5,012 14,124 23,942
Latitude ..........................................307 1,112 2,376 5,210
Wind ..............................................202 662 1,057 3,644
Modus/Grand Modus....................2,636 4,078 14,880 22,696
Scenic/Grand Scenic....................12,451 14,633 58,449 69,653
Espace/Grand Espace ......................980 1,770 5,595 7,110
Koleos ..........................................1,480 1,645 6,914 7,217
Kangoo ........................................2,352 3,225 13,760 16,354
Trafic ............................................1,268 1,357 5,132 5,052
Other ..............................................162 97 845 334

Total Renault brand ..................81,360 98,731 398,969 509,246
RENAULT SA..............................104,448 120,618 504,407 619,002

RENAULT-NISSAN ......................139,544 162,354 707,802 834,532
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Impreza ..........................................210 760 1,397 4,310
XV ..................................................842 – 4,173 –
Legacy/Outback ..............................682 1,181 4,479 6,306
Trezia ..............................................264 229 1,016 1,194
Forester ..........................................972 1,310 6,150 7,649
Other ................................................22 129 132 828

SUBARU ..........................................2,992 3,609 17,347 20,287
Alto ..............................................2,051 2,491 10,640 17,655
Splash ..........................................1,817 1,314 7,889 7,191
Swift ............................................5,755 5,712 27,280 27,789
Kizashi ..............................................90 128 641 869
Jimny ..............................................868 1,183 5,761 6,515
SX4 ..............................................2,717 2,698 13,534 15,717
Vitara/Grand Vitara/XL-7 ..............1,006 1,338 5,671 7,476
Other ..................................................4 3 24 38

SUZUKI ..........................................14,308 14,867 71,440 83,250
9-3 ..................................................142 954 635 7,933
9-5 ....................................................23 218 173 2,549
Other ..................................................2 – 3 2

Total Saab........................................167 1,172 811 10,484
SWEDISH AUTOMOBILE ..................167 1,172 811 10,484

XF ................................................1,506 1,280 8,604 6,426
XJ ....................................................190 361 1,047 1,968
XK ..................................................141 265 800 1,134
Other ................................................12 9 61 40

Total Jaguar..................................1,849 1,915 10,512 9,568
Defender ..........................................80 152 446 679
Freelander ....................................1,491 2,283 8,338 13,839
Discovery ......................................1,075 991 6,157 6,152
Range Rover Evoque ....................4,270 – 23,153 –
Range Rover Sport ........................1,284 1,472 7,548 8,374
Range Rover ....................................429 659 2,925 3,855
Other ................................................19 8 69 51

Total Land Rover..........................8,648 5,565 48,636 32,950
Indica ................................................92 199 319 883
Xenon................................................11 24 87 162
Other ..................................................6 47 25 324

Total Tata brand ............................109 270 431 1,369
TATA MOTORS ............................10,606 7,750 59,579 43,887

Cuore/Charade ..................................85 248 559 1,355
Sirion ................................................65 268 358 1,533
Materia................................................3 42 16 269
Terios ..............................................181 582 1,050 2,655
Other ..................................................2 9 6 48

Total Daihatsu ................................336 1,149 1,989 5,860
CT ................................................1,261 1,274 8,406 6,224
IS ....................................................136 258 1,219 2,095
RX ..................................................630 493 2,955 3,218
Other ..............................................414 39 508 303

Total Lexus ..................................2,441 2,064 13,088 11,840
iQ ....................................................850 957 4,687 7,047
Aygo ............................................6,334 6,773 31,076 37,334
Yaris ..........................................14,682 9,168 77,168 64,195
Auris ............................................7,032 6,976 34,782 44,931
Corolla..........................................1,297 1,511 7,241 12,442
Prius ............................................2,100 1,928 9,496 12,782
Prius+ ..............................................159 – 159 –
Avensis ........................................5,442 4,618 29,390 26,487
Verso-S ........................................1,858 1,680 10,404 7,740
Verso ............................................2,919 3,441 15,128 17,319
Urban Cruiser ..................................284 553 1,702 3,529
RAV4............................................2,813 2,929 16,839 21,346
Land Cruiser ....................................918 810 4,411 5,527
GT 86 ................................................55 – 56 –
Other ..............................................105 103 410 674

Total Toyota brand....................46,848 41,447 242,949 261,353
TOYOTA MOTOR..........................49,625 44,660 258,026 279,053

A1 ................................................9,599 9,089 42,342 45,069
A3/S3/RS3 ..................................12,933 12,223 59,925 61,949
A4/S4/RS4 ..................................13,577 16,043 56,448 70,598
A6/S6/RS6/allroad ........................8,685 7,141 47,219 31,084
A7/S7 ..........................................1,066 1,917 5,627 8,706
A8/S8 ..............................................687 864 3,136 4,566
TT ................................................1,609 2,000 6,419 8,855

May May 5 mos. 5 mos.
2012 2011 2012 2011

May May 5 mos. 5 mos.
2012 2011 2012 2011

A5/S5/RS5 ....................................6,594 7,707 31,637 32,501
R8....................................................127 145 532 649
Q3................................................6,809 39 29,917 101
Q5................................................4,808 6,809 23,991 29,815
Q7................................................1,204 1,411 4,801 6,336
Other ................................................46 42 220 151

Total Audi ..................................67,744 65,430 312,214 300,380
Continental GT/GTC ........................188 157 776 559
Continental Flying Spur......................25 17 103 71
Mulsanne ..........................................17 21 82 112
Other ..................................................6 5 15 14

Total Bentley ..................................236 200 976 756
Bugatti ................................................1 1 5 5
Gallardo ............................................36 47 134 173
Aventador..........................................23 2 119 5
Murcielago ..........................................1 – 8 3
Other ..................................................1 – 1 1

Total Lamborghini ............................61 49 262 182
Boxster ............................................463 397 1,002 1,511
Cayman ............................................67 173 596 868
911 ..............................................1,240 1,261 6,364 5,298
Panamera ........................................776 599 3,978 2,452
Cayenne ......................................2,113 1,772 9,000 7,284
Other ................................................32 17 105 100

Total Porsche................................4,691 4,219 21,045 17,513
Altea ............................................3,723 3,405 14,093 16,782
Alhambra......................................1,833 1,478 8,358 6,665
Mii................................................1,955 – 2,764 –
Ibiza............................................10,150 15,838 58,268 75,069
Leon ............................................5,186 5,998 25,116 29,409
Exeo ............................................1,060 1,668 6,099 10,105
Other ..................................................8 6 19 27

Total Seat ..................................23,915 28,393 114,717 138,057
Citigo ..........................................1,530 – 2,651 –
Fabia ..........................................13,781 15,878 69,767 74,542
Octavia ......................................16,761 17,388 83,503 78,931
Superb..........................................5,139 5,800 24,588 25,544
Roomster ......................................3,020 2,812 13,755 12,227
Yeti ..............................................5,846 5,440 27,590 23,167
Other ................................................50 79 226 301

Total Skoda ................................46,127 47,397 222,080 214,712
Up ..............................................11,067 11 37,470 20
Fox ....................................................21 918 531 6,213
Polo ............................................25,788 33,891 140,659 162,701
Golf ............................................41,617 49,049 203,403 217,204
Golf Plus ......................................6,061 8,259 30,768 38,387
Jetta ............................................3,325 3,274 15,342 13,396
Passat ........................................18,535 24,839 93,190 104,550
CC................................................2,565 2,305 9,686 10,781
Phaeton ..........................................192 308 1,038 1,418
Beetle ..........................................2,670 1 7,525 1
Scirocco ........................................1,692 2,862 7,849 12,667
Eos ..................................................773 1,456 3,467 6,758
Touran..........................................9,709 10,662 47,702 54,911
Sharan ..........................................3,538 4,457 16,790 20,264
Tiguan ........................................13,591 10,130 69,050 53,320
Touareg ........................................2,152 2,213 9,210 9,955
Caddy ..........................................5,635 6,279 22,810 23,346
Transporter/Caravelle/
Multivan/Shuttle/T5 ....................4,831 5,244 22,424 22,043

Other ..............................................280 409 1,589 2,442
Total VW brand........................154,042 166,567 740,503 760,377
Other....................................................6 8 28 27

VOLKSWAGEN............................296,823 312,264 1,411,830 1,432,009
OTHER ............................................1,639 1,188 5,873 4,608
OTHER (China automakers) ................123 322 1,056 1,310

GRAND TOTAL ........................1,198,622 1,310,457 5,824,776 6,313,523

Note: Excludes models registered as commercial vehicles. Europe sales by model are
compiled using sales data from the following countries: Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Hungary,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg,  Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal,

Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey.

Source: JATO Dynamics +44(0) 20 8423 7100 (www.jato.com)
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